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County of Santa Cruz
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

701 OCEAN STREET, SUITE 500, SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060-4069

(831) 454-2200 FAX: (831) 454-3262 TOO: (831) 454-2123

JOHN LEOPOLD
FIRST DISTRICT

ELLEN PIRIE
SECOND DISTRICT

NEAL COONERTY
THIRD DISTRICT

TONY CAMPOS
FOURTH DISTRICT

MARK W. STONE
FIFTH DISTRICT

AGENDA: 12/7/10

November 30, 2010

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
County of Santa Cruz
701 Ocean Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

RE: WORLD SURFING RESERVE IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

Dear Members of the Board:

As you know, Santa Cruz County has a long history of surfing, and
our area boasts some of the best surf breaks in the world.
Surfing is also a significant part of our local culture, and many
nationally acclaimed surfers were born and raised in Santa Cruz
and still call Santa Cruz home.

Recognizing the extraordinary local surf breaks, the surf zone
from Natural Bridges State Park to 41st Avenue has been nominated
as a World Surfing Reserve. To further this effort, the Surfers'
Environmental Alliance (SEA) has requested that our Board adopt a
resolution in support of the establishment of a World Surfing
Reserve in Santa Cruz County. We are attaching SEA's letter,
background information, and frequently asked questions.

World Surfing Reserves (WSR) is an innovative coastal initiative
operated by the Save The Waves Coalition. WSR pro-actively
identifies, designates and preserves outstanding waves, surf
zones and their surrounding environments around the world. The
program will serve as a global model for preserving wave breaks
and their surrounding areas by recognizing the positive
environmental, social, cultural and economic benefits of waves.
The program will create a global network of designated surfing
reserves that are internationally and regionally recognized.
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The ini tiati ve depends on the coordination and partnership of the
global surf and environmental communities and their
representatives working with local surfing communities to select
and enshrine the waves that best exemplify WSR criteria. The
first WSR was established in Malibu in October, 2010.

While a WSR designation is ceremonial in nature, a designation
would make a strong statement in support of the irreplaceable
natural resources along our coast.

The idea of a World Surfing Reserve in Santa Cruz County is
supported by Surfers' Environmental Alliance, the Santa Cruz
Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation, Save Our Shores, the Sierra
Club, and Ocean Revolution, among others.

The designation of a World Surfing Reserve in Santa Cruz County
will highlight our area's great surf breaks and increase the
visibility of our community as an ecological tourist attraction.
Therefore, we recommend that the Board of Supervisors adopt the
attached resolution supporting the establishment of a World
Surf ing Reserve in Santa Cruz County.

Sincerely,

upervisor

NC/JL:lg
Attachments

cc: Jim Littlefield
1411H3
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
OF THE COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

RESOLUTION NO.

On the motion of Supervisor
duly seconded by Supervisor
the following resolution is adopted

RESOLUTION SUPPORTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
WORLD SURFING RESERVE IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

WHEREAS, Santa Cruz County has a long history of surfing,
and our area boasts some of the best surf breaks in the world;
and

WHEREAS, surfing is also a significant part of our local
cui ture, and many nationally acclaimed surfers were born and
raised in Santa Cruz and still call Santa Cruz home; and

WHEREAS, recognizing the extraordinary local surf breaks,
the surf zone from Natural Bridges State Park to 41st Avenue has
been nominated as a World Surfing Reserve; and

WHEREAS, to further this effort, the Surfers' Environmental
Alliance has requested that the Santa Cruz County Board of
Supervisors adopt a resolution supporting the establishment of a
World Surfing Reserve in Santa Cruz County; and

WHEREAS, World Surfing Reserves (WSR) is an innovative
coastal initiative operated by the Save The Waves Coalition, and
WSR pro-actively identifies, designates, and preserves
outstanding waves, surf zones, and their surrounding environments
around the world; and

WHEREAS, the program will serve as a global model for
preserving wave breaks and their surrounding areas by recognizing
the positive environmental, social, cultural and economic
benefits of waves; and

WHEREAS, the program will create a global network of
designated surfing reserves that are internationally and
regionally recognized; and

WHEREAS, the ini tiati ve depends on the coordination and
partnership of the global surf and environmental communities and
their representatives working with local surfing communities to
select and enshrine the waves that best exemplify WSR criteria;
and

WHEREAS, the first WSR was established in Malibu in October,
2010; and

WHEREAS, a WSR designation would make a strong statement in
support of the irreplaceable natural resources along our coast;
and 33
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RESOLUTION SUPPORTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A WORLD SURFING
RESERVE IN SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
Page 2

WHEREAS, the idea of a World Surfing Reserve in Santa Cruz
County is supported by Surfers' Environmental Alliance, the Santa
Cruz Chapter of the Surf rider Foundation, Save Our Shores, the
Sierra Club, and Ocean Revolution, among others; and

WHEREAS, the designation of a World Surfing Reserve in Santa
Cruz County will highlight our area i s great surf breaks and
increase the visibility of our community as an ecological tourist
attraction.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Santa Cruz County
Board of Supervisors hereby supports the establishment of a World
Surfing Reserve in Santa Cruz County.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Supervisors of the County
of Santa Cruz, State of California, this day of

, 2010, by the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

SUPERVISORS
SUPERVISORS
SUPERVISORS

TONY CAMPOS, Chairperson
Board of Supervisors

ATTEST:
Clerk of said Board

Approved as

.~
DISTRIBUTION: Surfers' Environmental Alliance

County Counsel

1411H3
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Regarding: RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF A WORLD SURING RESERVE IN SANACRUZ

November 18, 2010

The Honorable Board of Santa Cru County Supervisors
701 Ocean Street
Santa Cru, Californa 95060

Dear Honorable Members of 
the Santa Cru County Board of 

Supervisors:

Surers' Environmental Allance (SEA) is wrting to request your support for the establishment of a "World
Surfing Reserve" in Santa Cru and Santa Cruz County. We seek a Board of Supervisors "Resolution in Support
of Establishing a Santa Cru World Surng Reserve"; however even a very basic statement of support would be
very helpfuL We fully understand ths program is probably new to all of you, therefore please, stay with us as
we explain our request.

WSR designation is purely ceremonial in natue, but makes a strong statement in favor of protecting our
irreplaceable natual resources along the coast. Be assured ths proposed BOS action has no "down side" we can
discover; nor does it have a legal bearg. Its provisions should not be used to limit how specified surfing areas
are used. Therefore, establishment of a SCWSR creates no exta duties for county staff or public safety
personneL

As a preliminary matter, Suders' Environmental Alance (SEA) is committed to the preservation and
protection of the environmental and cultural elements that are inherent to the sport of surfng. Our goals
are achieved through grassroots activism, community involvement, education and humanitarian efforts.
We engage in projects that strive to conserve the quality of our marine enyironment, preserve or enhance
surf breaks, protect beach access rights, and safeguard the coastal surf zone from unnecessary
development. www.seasurfer.org

World Surng Reserves is an innovative coastal initiative operated by the Save The Waves Coalition:
ww.savethewaves.org Please visit ths site for more direct ino on the WSR program. The basic concept is to
create, globally, a network of Surfing Reserves, much like UNESCO sites. WSR designation is purely
ceremonial in nature and does not have any firm "legal teeth"; however, establishment of a WSR requires
several key elements in place. WSR eligible waves and sud zones are evaluated and chosen based on the
following criteria: 1) Quality and consistency of the wave or sud zone; 2) Environmental characteristics
of the area; 3) Sud culture and history of the area; 4) Local community support

Ths four requirement is what SEA is actively workig on now. We seek to gather a strong base of support at
many communty levels: environmenta and coastal--minded groups, sur clubs, communty organzations,
business organzations, and our elected representatives.

SEA Santa Cruz Chapter 410 Seaciiff Drive Aptos, CA 95003 scseasiifer((Ligma i i .com ss
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SEA believes the World Surg Reserve program is an innovative and importt intiative in coastal protection,
and we have been active in advocacy for two Hawaii Surfing Reserves recently established on Oahu. The more
"buy in" we can develop in a broad base of political jurisdictions, environmental advocates, surfing clubs,
surfing related businesses, and individuas who value the coast and our ireplaceable sur breaks, the easier it
wil be to eventually establish a world-wide network of surfing reserves to highight the unque aspects of
consistent-quality breaks and the social, political, and economic value of enshrning and protecting such
valuable communty assets. By acting to proactively designate and preserve outstading waves, sur zones and
their surounding environments the Santa Cru County Board of Supervisors will recogne the positive
environmental, social, cultual and economic benefits of waves.

The first WSR was established in Malibu ths past October and it made HUGE NEWS around the environmenta and
surf-world. WSR designation clearly serves to focus public attention on the need to preserve and protect our
irreplaceable natual resources, and so is in line with the general views of 

much of the county population. The

Californa Coastal Commission has also resolved in Janua, 2010 to support the creation ofSurng Reserves along
the Californa coast. WSR designation, if properly promoted, should generate a wave of positive publicity for Santa
Cru County and might be used as another attactive "selling point" to promote toursm and help stimulate the local
economy. We would like to create a positive burst of publicity for both Santa Cru and Santa Cru County, and
believe this will natually follow the establishment of a Santa Cru World Surng Reserve.

We firmly believe Santa Cru is an excellent candidate for a World Surfing Reserve, and we believe the local coastal
community will now support such action. Santa Cru and Santa Cru County have excellent sur breaks throughout
the entire county. Please be aware that the "Santa Cru Sur Zone" has aleady been nomiated as a WSR candidate
by Surng America. Consequently, we envision a WSR, based on this existing nomination, in the area ranging
from Natural Bridges State Park down coast to and including Pleasure Point. This area encompasses numerous
outstanding sur breaks within city boundares and includes Steamer Lane and its iner breaks, plus it extends
through the Live Oak county area and includes all surbreaks at Pleasure Point, plus Rockview, 26th Avenue, and 38t1

Avenue. Obviously, we also seek support from the Santa Cru City Council, since ths proposed WSR includes the
entire "City" coastline.

Santa Cru County also has a long history of sur cultue, dating back to 1885. We proudly clai to be the
documented location of 

the first board surfing ever in Nort America at the Rivermouth as reported in 1885 by The

Santa Cruz Surf Our many breaks host numerous sur contests year round at all 

levels of proficiency, pro to

beginner, school leagues to club contests; we have many outstading and well-known competitive surers raised and
based in our communties; and we find a strong and active sur cultue exists in Santa Cru and Santa Cru County.
Our communties are home to numerous sur shops, board makers, sur gear manufactuers, and sur-related
businesses.

We are also very fortate to have one of the very few Surfing Museums along our coast, located on Lighthouse

Point overlooking Steamer Lane and containg a wonderf collection of sur and surf club history. Ths Museum is
operated by the Santa Cru Sur 

Club Preservation Society. We also observe a very strong and evident curent of

environmental awareness in our coasta population, and believe people value our natual resources and our
magnficent coastline and wish to preserve and protect it for futue generations.

This high level of environmental awareness in our communties is also demonstrated in many decisions made
by local governents. Witness the ongoing actions to establish a Styofoam food-tae out container ban and
single use plastic bag ban in Santa Cru County and the City of Santa Cru. Santa Cru County is the only

S S SEA Santa Criiz Chapter
410 Seac! iff Drive Aptos. CA 95003 scseasurter@gimii¡,com
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multiple-jursdiction county in Californa that has polystyrene food take-out contaer bans in all jursdictions.
This effort was successful 

largely in response to widespread public concern about the notorious threat such non-

degrading materials have on sea life.

Santa Cru County is also located on the shores of 

the Monterey Bay National Mare Sanctuar, which was

established here exactly because of strong community action and advocacy to support the protection and
preservation of our marine environment and in favor of strctly limiting the extent and tyes of coastal and
mare development allowed. We prize the wealth of mare life this protection allows and the generally clean
waters to recreate in and on.

Consequently, we think the time is right to make this ceremonial coastal protection effort. We believe there is
no "down side" evident in the World Surfing Reserves Program for local governent or for the business
communty. In fact, we believe a strong case may be made for a WSR as a positive additional sellng point for
toursm, a huge segment of the local economy.

Much discussion has aleady occured about this concept amongst the surfing and environmental community.
As of this wrting SEA has support commtment from these environmental/coastal protection groups:

SURFERS' ENVIRONMENTAL ALLIANCE;

THE SANTA CRUZ CHAPTER of 
the SURFRIDER FOUNDATION

SAVE OUR SHORES;

SIERR CLUB;

OCEAN REVOLUTION;

THE CALIFORNiA COASTAL COMMISSION;

SEA is also working closely with:

THE SANTA CRUZ SURF CLUB PRESERVATION SOCIETY (the surf-communty group which now
operates the Surfing Museum on Lighthouse Point);

SEA is also in ongoing contact with these communty groups:

PLEASUR POINT NIGHTFIGHTERS;

BIG STICK SURIN' ASSOCIATION;

SANTA CRUZ LONGBOAR UNION;

WESTSIDE LONGBOARD COALITION

SEA Santa Cruz Ch8pter 410 SeacliffDrive Aptos. CA 95003 scseasmfer@grnail.com S3
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Within ths rapidly-expanding group we have contacts with the wider sur communty and elected political
figues, and we expect many more local organzations and clubs to join our group very soon.

However, Save The Waves Coalition which administers this program tells us they wil gather their
advisory groups sometime in the first two weeks of 

December 2010 to make priority decisions about

where the WSR program wil concentrate in 2011. Therefore we need to get our "proposal" in sooner
rather than later. We want the Santa Cruz World Suñmg Reserve to be at the head of 

the line for

consideration, so we need to "fast track" our efforts to gather community support.

For your information, we're attachig two very basic inormation items: a one-sheet ino doc. on ths concept,

and some explanatory material we copied from the web. SEA can provide more detaled inormation if desired,
and would be pleased to meet with you to discuss the issue and our request. Again, due to short tiielines we are
working fast to put solid support in place and your help would be deeply appreciated.

Please, consider throwing your support to ths project and helping us brig ths excellent program to Santa Cru
and Santa Cru County. A Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors "Resolution in Support of Establishig a
Santa Cruz World Surfing Reserve" or even a simple statement of endorsement would go a long way towards
making ths happen and would be sincerely appreciated!

F or the sea and the surf,

l-~
Andrew Mencinsky, Executive Director
Surfers' Environmental Allance

~ ~-4
James Littlefield, Santa Cru Chapter/Northem Californa Director
Suders' Environmental Allance
scseasurfer@gmail.com
831-331-9379

3 3SEA Santa Cruz Chapier
410 SeaclìffDrive Aptos. CA 95003 scsea surfcria"gma i I.com
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November 4,2010

WORLD SURING RESERVE IN SANTA CRUZ?

WHAT IS A "'WORLD SURFING RESERVE" and WHY SHOULD WE SUPPORT IT?

WSR's is an inovative program established in 2009 by Save The Waves Coalition workig with key parers such as the

International Surfing Association (ISA). The very first WSR was proclaimed in Malibu last October and made HUGE news
thoughout the world wide surfing and environmental community. SEA and its parers want to brig this title to Santa Cru, and we
want your help and support to make it happen. Below see info from STWC's website:

Mission
World Surfing Reserves aims to proactively designate and preserve outstanding waves, surf zones and their surrounding
environments, around the world. The program wil serve as a global model for preserving wave breaks and their surrounding areas by
recognizing the positive environmental, social, cultural and economic benefits of waves.
Background
Save The Waves Coalition, along with ke partners National Surfng Reserves (NSR) Australia and the International Surfing
Association (ISA), launched World Surfing Reserves in 2009, and wil be implementing the global program's first enshrinements in
2010. The initiative wil create a "UNESCO of 

surfng " to educate the world on the tremendous universal value of 

these special

places, and provide tools to help local communities better protect cherished surfbreaks.
www.savethewaves.org

Santa Cruz has already been nominated as a WSR by Surfng America, and the California Coastal Commission also support designation of
WSRS in California.

WSR designation is ceremonial in nature and has no "down side" for local political jurisdictions or local businesses. Rather, it wil generate
tremendous positive publicity for the City and County. It is another layer of coastal protection and helps to raise awareness of the need to
preserve our irreplaceable natural resources, like our iconic surf breaks. By acting to proactively designate and preserve
outstanding waves, surf zones and their surrounding environments the appropriate public agency or political jurisdiction wil
recognize the positive environmental, social, cultural and economic benefits of waves.

We believe the nominated SCWSR extends from Natural Bridges down the coast to include Pleasure Point's outstanding breaks, so
both Santa Cruz and Santa Cruz County have an interest in supporting this program. Also, community and business organizations
in this area would benefit by listing their support. We firmly believe Santa Cruz is an excellent candidate for a World Surfing
Reserve, and we believe the local political climate wil now support such action.

SEA invites you to list your organization as supporting establishment of a Santa Cruz
WSR. This is of no cost to you and will have positive PR value. Working together we can
bring this innovative designation to our community. LET'S MA IT HAPEN!

Surfers' Environmental Allance (SEA) is committed to the preservation and protection of the environmental and cultural
elements that are inherent to the sport of surfing. Our goals are achieved through grassroots activism, community
involvement, education and humanitarian efforts. We engage in projects that strive to conserve the quality of our marine
environment, preserve or enhance surf breaks, protect beach access rights, and safeguard the coastal surf zone from
unnecessary development. www.seasurfer.org

For the sea and the surf,
Jim Littlefield, Santa Cru Chapter/ Northern California Zone Director

SEA

SEA Santa Cruz Chapter 4 i 0 Se8cliff Drive Aptos. CA 95003 scscasiirfer(cDgmai l,corn 89
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+ VvORLD SURFiNG RESERVES FAQ +

What is World suifng Reserves?
World suifng Reserves (WSR) proactively identifies, designates and preserves outstanding waves,
sun zones and their surrounding environments, around the world. The program wil create a global
network of designated suifng reserves that are internationally and regionally recognized. The
initiative depends on the coordination and partnership of the global sun and environmental
communities and their representatives working with local suifng communities to select and
enshrine the waves that best exemplify WSR criteria.

What are the WSR criteria?
WSR eligible waves and sun zones are evaluated and chosen based on the following criteria: 1)
Quality and consistency of the wave or sun zone; 2) Environmental charactenstics of the area; 3)
Sun culture and history of the area; 4) Local community support
How Does the Program Work?
There are four main phases to the WSR program: 1) Nomination, where sites from around the world
are nominated every year from each country, by the country's representative suifng association

(NGB) or any local resident that correctly fills in the WSR Submission Form; 2) Selection, when the
nominated sites are evaluated by a global body of expert, and WSR eligible sites are chosen and
announced publicly; 3) Enshrinement, when a small number of chosen WSR eligible sites are
prioritized and offcially enshrined as World suifng Reserves; and 4) post-Enshrinement
Management, which includes the implementation of a WSR Management Plan, as well as the ongoing
management of the reserve by the local community. These phases repeat themselves on an annual
basis, so every year represents a new opportunity for a site to ultimately be nominated, selected,
and enshnned.
What are the WSR criteria?
WSR eligible waves and sun zones are evaluated and chosen based on the following criteria: 1)
Quality and consistency of the wave or sun zone; 2) Unique environmental charactenstics of the
area; 3) Sun & ocean culture and history of the area; 4) Local community support.

How are the actual sites selected?
After sites are nominated from around the world, the sites are scored based on the WSR criteria: 1)
Quality and consistency of the wave or sun zone; 2) Environmental charactenstics of the area; 3)
Sun culture and history of the area; 4) Local community support. Based on this sconng, sites are
categorized into three groups: WSR Eligible sites, Nationally Significant areas, and Regionally
Significant zones. All three are worthy of recognition, because the communities in each area were
motivated enough to submit them for consideration, which means stewardship of the sites is already
a prionty. But only a select few, which score well in all cnteria, wil be chosen as WSR Eligible sites.

What makes u a World Suifn Reserve? Is it .ust the sun break or is there more to it than that?
The actual boundaries of a World Suifng Reserve wil vary depending on location, but in general wil
include a specific wave break or senes of wave breaks (a "sun zone"), in addition to its surrounding

8S
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environment. This includes the sun break itself, plus what we call the near-shore environment, as
well as a defined area of coastal land surrounding the break. Each reserve wil have precise
geographic boundaries associated with it, which wil be recorded and documented within the
reserve's WSR Management Plan and other reserve materials.

What are some of the key references and inspirations for the WSR program?
1) United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Sites
program was one of the original inspirations for the program. The WSR initiative creates a "UNESCO
of suning" to educate the world on the tremendous universal value of waves and sun zones to local
and international communities.
2) National Suning Reserves - Australia (NSR) is another pioneering program that the WSR initiative
has modeled portions of the program aftr. NSR has created a blueprint for national suning reserves
in Australia. This knowledge has been very useful for establishing WSR processes and criteria.
3) Save The Waves' "Sunonomics" program, including the recent "Mavericks: Value of a Wave"
study is a critical tool to understand and measure the value of potentially enshrined locations. These
studies help local policy makers make positive conservation decisions around coastal protection,
and also help support the justification for creating a World Suning Reserve in the first place.

How is the program governed? Who manages it?
WSR was founded by Save The Waves Coalition, in conjunction with NSR Australia. It also
incorporates other key partnerships including with the International Suning Association (ISA) to be
able to work with all the suning federations around the world, as well as the Center for Responsible
Travel (CREST) at Stanford, a nonprofi dedicated to responsible travel practices around the world.

Several additional partnerships to furter build the program are also in the works.

Beyond that, the program is managed by three bodies: the Vision Council, Executive Committee, and
Field Team. The Vision Council is a global group of thought leaders from the suning, environmental,
scientific, media and business communities, charged with the overall vision and guidance of the
program. The Executive Committe is a subset of the Vision Council whose chartr is to lead the
program and make key decisions. The Field Team is made up of STW staff as well as partner
organization staff, and is responsible for administering and managing the program on a day-to-day
basis.

How is the program funded?
The program is currently funded exclusively by Save The Waves, with additional funding being
explored from a variety of sources at the regional, national and international leveL. It's anticipated
that program funding wil eventually consist of a combination of sources including Save The Waves,
program partners, as well as local communities interested in implementing WSR sites.

What is the strategic goal of this program?
To create and manage an ongoing, global network of suning reserves that wil be recognized by the
international suning and environmental communities, as well as the general public. World Suning
Reserves in partership with local communities unites the global suning tribe to protect the world's
most sacred sun zones, and in turn inspires these local communities to continue to protect their
own cherished waves.

While the program is stil in its infancy, it wil continue to grow in size and stature, and become a
significant environmental and cultural force to protect sun spots and suning coastline around the
world.

;: World Suning Reserves News
~ SHARE .1 _';"' ...
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION SUPPORTS DESIGNATION OF WSRS IN CALIFORNIA

January 20, 2010 - The state of California's leading coastal environmental planning agency and a
world leader in effective coastal management, the California Coastal Commission, last Friday voted
unanimously to recognize and support the designation of World Surfng Reserves in California and
worldwide.

In approving this historic resolution the California Coastal Commission once again exhibits its role
as a progressive world leader on critical coastal issues that face government, citizens and the
environment. Save The Waves Coalition and Coastal Commissioner Ross Mirkarimi argued
successfully before the commission's board to win unanimous approval to support the program.
This resolution comes at a crucial moment in the World Suning Reserves program because 2010 wil
see the dedication of two World Suning Reserves sites.

California is remarkably significant in the World Surfng Reserves program because 6 out of the
United States' 9 nominated World Surfng Reserves are located on the California coast and within
the commission's regulatory jurisdiction. While addressing the commission to encourage a vote in
full support of the resolution, commissioner Ross Mirkarimi said, "In the past, California has lost
precious wave-riding breaks under poorly-regulated coastal construction, and this resolution sends
a strong message that we must preserve natural suning breaks. This resolution is another great
example of how surfing and ocean enthusiasts can unite with maritime and environmental sciences
to lead in protecting our coasts and oceans. ..

The California Coastal Commission was established by voter initiative in 1972 (Proposition 20) and
later made penn anent by the Legislature through adoption of the California Coastal Act of 1976. The
Coastal Act assert that the people of California must have unhindered public access to their
shoreline, and that low cost recreational opportunities not available at inland destinations - such as
suning - must be protected in perptuity for present and future generations.

Save The Waves Coalition hopes this resolution wil furter encourage Californians to actively
support World Surfng Reserves; the resolution also provides a leading example of how government
can be engaged to protect our suning resources and the coastal environment.

The complete language of this resolution to support World Surfng Reserves can be read and
downloaded as a PDF from our Save The Waves Library.

Santa Cruz (Surf Zone), California, USA (as nominated by Surfing
America)

-Quality and Consistency: Santa Cruz offers mostly right breaking
waves, with a few standout lefts such as Sewer Peak. There are a

couple long point setups, many reef breaks and some beach breaks.
Winter is the best time of year for surfng in Santa Cruz. The biggest
waves can be found at Steamer Lane and can reach up to 12 -15ft.

-Surf Culture and History: While some contend the origin of mainland
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surfing occurred in Southern California in the 1920s, Santa Cruz
historians have long believed three Hawaiian princes shaped surfboards

out of local redwoods and rode them at the mouth of the San Lorenzo
River in the 1880s. Proof is in an 1885 newspaper clipping from the

Daily Santa Cruz Surf. The California coast redwoods put San Lorenzo
Valley on the map in the 1800s because of the saw mils that developed

to harvest the durable, versatile lumber. It was at the Grover Mill in
Brookdale where David Kawananakoa, "Cupid" Kalaniana'ole and

Edward Keliiahonui, the three Hawaiian princes sent to California by
Queen Kapi'Qlani, shaped old-growth redwoods into 15 ft long, 100

pound surfoards. It's not impossible to imagine the three princes would
eventually also stumble upon Cowell's beach, up the point from San

Lorenzo river mouth (the inside section of classic wave: Steamer Lane)!
The long, mellow longboarding point break waves of Cowell's would've

suited their heavy and lengthy boards perfectly!
Today Santa Cruz is a true enclave of surfng, with every shape and
type of wave. This surf zone is an arena that is tested by all types of
boards. The inventor of the wetsuit, Jack O'Neil, set up headquarters

here. This coastal hosts a plethora of contests, notably the O'Neil
Coldwater Classic, which display the local talent pool here.

-Environmental Characteristics: Santa Cruz is a marine protected
area located within the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. The

beaches in Santa Cruz are home to many Sea Otters, Seals, Sea Lions
and varieties of sea birds, along with the occasional migratory whale

and/or Great White Shark.

Nominated for the World Surfng Reserves Program by Surfing
America.

World Surfng Reserves is a program created by Save The Waves
Coalition
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